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Dike of the
future

As the water in the Netherlands rises, the land is
subsiding. Higher and stronger dikes are needed,
especially since the introduction of stricter safety
standards in 2017. The dike between Kinderdijk and
Schoonhovenseveer has already been strengthened.
What six lessons can we learn from this complex
project? By Thessa Lageman /Photo Peter de Krom
A section of eleven kilometres
of dike between Kinderdijk and
Schoonhovenseveer (KIS) was not
strong enough. That was the conclusion in 2007 of the safety analysis
conducted by the water authorities
every twelve years. There was a risk
of the dike failing if the water level
rose substantially. Time to strengthen
the dike on the south bank of the Lek
river. Under the management of the
Rivierenland water authority, that
operation was completed between
2013 and 2018. A combination of

factors meant this was a challenging
project. First of all, in technical terms:
the soft peat soil made it complicated
to strengthen the dike. And there are
a lot of buildings in the area. Finally,
the dike serves as a connecting
road and there are a lot of cables
and pipelines beneath the surface.
Project manager Bram de Fockert of
the Rivierenland water authority and
his colleague Hans Merks, the Water
and Dike Policy team manager, were
closely involved. They look back on
six lessons learnt.

Lesson 1: Get local
residents involved early
In all, there were 450 houses on
the dike which passes around and
through the villages of NieuwLekkerland, Streefkerk and
Groot-Ammers. Starting in 2007,
employees of the Rivierenland
water authority got round the
table with the residents to discuss
the plans for the upgrading of
the dike. 'We were able to save
people's homes in some locations,'
recalls De Fockert. 'But a berm
has now been put into place in
others. That has all been done
in close consultation. A number
of residents wanted to leave;
others wanted to have their
homes built back up. In the end,
58 houses were demolished and
25 were rebuilt. The government
paid the market value for the
houses.' Getting the residents
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involved closely and listening to
their suggestions at an early stage
established support. De Fockert
explains: 'Of course, some people
were opposed: this was a drastic
operation. Even so, there is usually a
lot of understanding about the need
to strengthen dikes. And yes, there
is a lot of disruption: everything gets
dug up. But once the work is done,
the area is left neat and tidy, and local
residents are happy because they
feel safe.'

Lesson 2: Look ahead and
talk to other government
organisations early
When it's time to upgrade a dike,
get the municipal and provincial
authorities involved straightaway,
advises Merks. 'It makes sense to
pool your resources, even when the
details and costs are still unclear.
You can prevent a lot of disruption

and save a lot of money. Government
agencies can try to coordinate agendas
and take each other's spatial plans
into account. During dike upgrades,
there can be opportunities to
implement other plans at the same
time.'
For example, if there is a busy road
on the dike that is used by cars,
cyclists and pedestrians. In this case,
the residents wanted a separate
cycle path. The water authority was
happy to include one in the plans
but it needed more financing. In the
end, the provincial authority of South
Holland provided the money needed.
And Streefkerk wanted to expand the
marina. That was easy to do during
the dike upgrade.
'It sometimes happens that there are
plans to build a residential area near a
dike, but that a dike upgrade will only be

needed later,' says Merks. 'It's a good
idea to see whether the two plans can
be coordinated, or to raise the dike now
together. That prevents disruption for
the residents later. And, in the long run,
it saves money.'

Lesson 3: Sit down and talk
to the contractor early
Water authorities usually make plans
for dike upgrades and then they go
looking for a contractor to do the
job. This project was no exception.
'Although the project was completed
quite smoothly, we became convinced
along the way that things could have
been done better,' says De Fockert.
He is now working on a dike upgrade
project on the Waal river north of
Nijmegen. The plans there were
made together with the contractor.
'Contractors are in a better position to
see what is practical and so we have
saved time.'
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'Flood risk
management is
the most important
thing of all'

Lesson 4: Be flexible and
keep an open mind about new
technologies
The Dijkverbetering Molenwaard contractor consortium used all kinds of
innovative technologies during the
Kinderdijk and Schoonhovenseveer
project. For example, the water authority suggested 'jack-up' foundations
for the houses scheduled for rebuilding. That means that they can be
raised between one and 1.5 metres
next time the dike is upgraded.
In addition, the first 'climate dike'
has been built near the village of
Streefkerk: it is an extra strong dike
over a distance of 250 metres. The
dike is higher and wider than normal
and houses can be built on it. Deltares
played an important role here (see inset). The dike is expected to be fit for
purpose for the next hundred years. A
few more dikes of this type have now
been built in the Netherlands.

Lesson 5: Innovations are
important but not an end in
themselves
So during this project, the Rivieren
land water authority was willing to
try out all kinds of new technologies.
'That's important,' emphasises De
Fockert, 'even though innovations for
us are mainly a way of delivering safe
dikes in smarter and more efficient
ways. They aren't an end in themselves.'
For example, the contractor looked
at whether drones could be used for
the surveys. That's a time-consuming
activity with traditional survey equipment. 'I expect drones to be used more
in projects like this from now on,' says
De Fockert.

Bram de Fockert (left) and Hans Merks

Some innovations were actually dropped during the course of the project.
Steel sheet piling and concrete diaphragm walls are common ways of
reinforcing dikes. But that causes a lot
of vibration that can damage homes.
Two new technologies were tried out
to reduce vibrations in the early stages
of the project. Expanding columns can
be used to stabilise a dike and 'Mixed in
Place' is a method used for soil improve
ment. De Fockert explains: 'In the end,
it turned out that these approaches
weren't ready for operational use.'

Lesson 6: Remember that
collaboration and innovation
take time
A dike upgrade project is more complex and it can take longer if various
stakeholders work together and try
out new technologies, explain Merks
and De Fockert. Merks: 'Obviously, our
main focus is on flood risk manage
ment. Other parties have other interests but we all have a duty to serve
society together.'

The role played by
Deltares
Deltares has been involved in projects
to strengthen dikes for decades.
This project between Kinderdijk and
Schoonhovenseveer is no exception,
says Ellen Tromp, senior dike safety
consultant at Deltares. Deltares
provided technical advice and shared
governance knowledge. For example,
the idea of the climate dike came
from the 'Knowledge for Climate'
programme, in which Deltares worked
with other organisations. 'We looked
at how high and wide the dike needed
to be and whether there was enough
room at the location,' explains Tromp.
'Our experts also assessed a range of
innovative technologies.'
In addition, Deltares worked with the
Rivierenland water authority to look
at the best ways for water authorities
to collaborate with other government
agencies, residents and businesses
during dike upgrade projects. The
findings have now been included in
the policy of the water authority.

